Recent follow-up studies led us to suspect that the predominant gel mobility shift of ϳ0.1 nM telomerase RNA (TR) by the protein purification containing ϳ1 M N-terminal (TEN) domain of telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT) described in this work may represent a TR complex with a trace bacterial contaminant instead of the TEN domain. Recent gel mobility shift assays using similar conditions as this article detect TR shift by contaminant bacterial protein, whereas assay conditions using 100 nM TR and 4 M TEN domain detect a different TR shift authentic to the TEN domain (supporting data available in bioRxiv 10.1101/621573). A bacterial candidate for mediating TR mobility shift is not detectable by protein staining after SDS-PAGE as performed in the previous or recent work, but this is not inconsistent with the trace level of protein that would be sufficient to shift 1 fmol of TR (the amount present in a 10-l binding reaction containing ϳ0.1 nM TR). Other conclusions of O'Connor et al. (2005) are not affected by this correction: delineation of two autonomous TERT domains presented in Fig. 1 , determination of TR binding specificity of the high affinity TERT RNA binding domain presented in Fig. 2 , and TR mutations' impact on telomerase catalytic activity presented in 
